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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the FinalSemantic Framework for dynamic multi-scale industry modelling deliverable is to 

provide a description of the finalupdate of the Semantic Framework tools and their architecture by providing 

architectural views and perspectives of the various system design models.The deliverable summarizes the 

extensions from the initial version of the Semantic Framework and describes the Semantic modeller final 

version as well as its usage incontext of data analysis methodologies.   

 

The goal of this deliverable is to effectively communicate the architecture of the Semantic Framework tools. 

1.2 Scope 

In the context of MONSOON work package structure, Task 4.1 - Semantic Framework for dynamic multi-scale 

industry modellingdeals with design and implementation of tools and infrastructure for creation and 

maintenance of the semantic models specified in Task 2.5 – Cross-sectorial domain model. 

 

The primarypurpose of proposedsemantic tools is to provide a set of functionalities, which would enable the 

data scientists and process experts todefine and create the production process models, specify the process 

parameters (e.g. define data dictionary, define process inputs and outputs,map the outputs to the KPIs, etc.) 

and to implement the knowledge base.Besides those, the Semantic Framework will also support sharing of 

data dictionaries and production process models between different production environments and will also 

enable cooperation of multiple experts on the same models in the collaborative environment. 

 

The development approach in MONSOON is iterative and incremental, including three prototyping cycles 

(ramp-up phase, period 1, and period 2). The document describes the final version of the Semantic 

Framework and documents the final update of initial version of the proposed tool from different viewpoints. 

1.3 Related documents 

TheD4.2 -Final Semantic Frameworkdeliverable describes the final version of modelling software, which initial 

version was proposed in thedeliverable D4.1 -Initial Semantic Framework.Both, D 4.1and D 4.2 describe a 

developed modelling software, whichis used to manage the semantic models introduced in 

deliverablesD 2.7- Initial Cross-sectorial Domain Model and D 2.8 - Final Cross-sectorial Domain Model. The 

domain models (for .both domains) developed during the project will be described in the deliverableD7.4 – 

Final Demonstrators in the Aluminium and Plastic Domains.  
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2 Semantic modelling guideline 

The following chapter will present a step-by-step guideline for semantic modelling of the data analytical 

processes using the MONSOON Semantic Framework. It summarizes the data analysis process steps and 

involved roles, where the proposed Semantic Framework could be used in solving real-world data analytical 

tasks.  

2.1 Context 

Several standard methodologies, such as CRISP-DM[3] orSEMMA [4], break the process of data analysis into 

several major phases. 

 

The initial phase, called Problem understanding, focuses on understanding the objectives andrequirements of 

data analysis from a business perspective, i.e., how data analytics methods canoptimize the production 

process. During this phase, the domain experts in cooperation with the datascientists analyze the overall 

production process and its steps (production segments) and specify whichkeyperformance indicators (KPIs) 

will be optimized. This knowledge is then converted into the dataanalysis problem definition (e.g., 

classification, regression, anomaly detection, etc.) by the data scientists.The subsequent Data understanding 

phase starts with data collection and proceeds with activities toensure familiarity with the data, to identify 

data quality problems, to provide the first insights into thedata, and to detect interesting subsets to form 

hypotheses for hidden information. During this phase,data scientists, with the cooperation of domain experts, 

select and describe the subset of relevant datarequired to achieve optimization objectives specified in the 

problem understanding phase. The dataare described using the already known dependencies between the 

data and KPIs. 

 

The Data understanding phase is followed by the Data preparation phase, which covers all activitiesnecessary 

to construct the final dataset (data that will be fed into the data analysis tools), and themodelling phase, 

where the various data analysis techniques (such as decision trees, neural networks,logistic or linear 

regression models, etc.) are selected and applied, and their parameters are calibratedto optimal values. While 

these two phases are essential for the overall results of the data analysisprocess, they are more technical and 

mostly involve activities of data scientists, with some exceptions,e.g., to collect initial raw data from the 

production site environment, data scientists must cooperatewith the site IT-specialists responsible for the 

setup of the data integration component. 

 

The result of the Modelling phase is the set of data analytics models (i.e., predictive functions) thatappear to 

have high quality from a data analysis perspective. This quality is usually evaluated byapplying the model to 

the independent testing dataset not used during the building of the model andcomputing the evaluation 

statistics such as classification accuracy (number of tested records with thecorrectly predicted value by the 

model/total number of records in the testing dataset). Before proceedingto the final deployment of the 

model, it is essential to evaluate the model more thoroughly and reviewthe steps executed to construct the 

model, to ensure it adequately achieves the business objectives. 

Within the Evaluation phase, the quality of the models evaluated on the testing dataset is projected ontothe 

business-oriented KPIs specified in the problem understanding phase. As such, domain expertscan directly 

interpret the evaluation results of the overall data analysis and assess the quality of theconstructed models 

from a business perspective. 

 

From the perspective of semantic modelling, the most critical steps are Problem understanding,Data 

understanding, and Evaluation phases. These steps define the interface between the domainexperts and 

data scientists, and they are the most intensive regarding knowledge creation and sharing.The overall 
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motivation to develop the Cross-sectorial semantic model was to improve the communication between data 

scientists and domain experts during these phases and to formallycapture and externalize communicated or 

created knowledge. 

2.2 Semantic model 

The proposed semantic model (described in detail in deliverable D2.8 - Final Cross-sectorial Domain Model) 

enables cross-sectorial sharing of knowledge about the optimization of the production processes by 

dataanalytics methods and predictive functions. The model itself represents the commonlanguage between 

domain experts and data scientists.It assists the domain experts to externalize their tacit domain-specific 

knowledge (about productionprocesses, resources, etc.) into a more comprehensive form, and to capture all 

necessary aspects, which could be necessary when applying the data analytics in the particular domain 

represented in the terminology used by the data scientists.Such knowledge sharing should support and 

improve the Problem and Data understanding phases ofthe data analytics process by providing a common 

ground when describing the domain and relatedproblem and data elements. On the other hand, the data 

scientists could use the semantic model todefine the predictive functions to solve the data analytical tasks 

domain and to present tothe domain experts, how such functions influence the domain KPIs. 

 

Main concepts of the proposed semantic model are presented on the Figure. 1. 

 

Figure 1–Main concepts of the Semantic Framework. 

As the primary motivation was to develop an approach applicable to more industrial domains,the proposed 

semantic model does not aim to specify the concepts for a specific industry domainbut instead focuses on 

cross-sectorial aspects. From that point of view, the Cross-sectorial domainmodel can rather be considered 

as a meta-model that determines meta-classes for the formal descriptionof these particular concepts. 

Therefore, the Cross-sectorial domain model includes the elements to describe the productionitself, including 

the processes and their performance, equipment, and personnel, concepts enabling todescribe any kind of 

data obtained from the production and concepts used to describe the predictivemodels used in optimization. 

Formally, the semantic model is divided into thethree respective modules: production process modelling, 

data and KPI modelling, and modelling ofpredictive functions. The main concepts of the semantic model and 

their relations can be further divided into the concepts modelled by the Domain expert (green color) and 

concepts provided by the Data scientist (orange color). Some of the concepts are shared by both roles, e.g., 

Data elements. 

2.3 Modelling methodology 

The following table specifies the overall step-by-step procedure of how the Domain expert and Data scientist 

should proceed in order to create a semantic model for the particular use case. 

Table 1–Steps of the semantic model creation methodology 

Step Description 
Main involved 

role 

Semantic 

concepts 
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1 

Process modelling 

Domain expert will describe the overall production process. 

Description is provided using the graphical notation in the form of 

the process diagram, which is divided to nodes representing process 

activities (i.e. production steps) connected by arcs, which specify 

execution order (i.e. if there is an outgoing arc from activity A to 

activity B, activity A must be executed before B) and branching. 

Optionally, the complex production steps can be further 

decomposed to the sub-processes, which will have their process 

diagram. 

Besides the decomposition of the process to the production steps, in 

this modelling phase,a Domain expert can describe resources 

required to complete each step. Resources are further divided into 

Equipment and Personnel for human resources. Complex Equipment 

can be further decomposed to the sub-components, i.e., for 

example,Green anode plant can be decomposed to Mixer, 

Vibrocompactor, etc. 

Domain expert 

Production 

Process, 

Equipment, 

Personnel 

2 

KPI specification 

Domain expert will specify the target Key Performance Indicators 

(KPIs) optimized for the production process. The specified KPIs can 

be local for the specific production step or can be specified globally 

for the overall production process (i.e., overall energy consumption 

or CO2 emissions, etc.). KPIs can be further linked and decomposed 

to the hierarchical structure, i.e., global energy consumption can be 

decomposed to the energy consumption for the particular 

production step or appropriate equipment, etc. 

Domain expert KPI 

3 

Data elements specification 

Initially, Domain expert will describe all data relevant for the 

optimization of the specified target KPIs. Data can represent 

measurements (i.e., sensor data), control inputs (i.e., process 

parameters set by the operators) or diagnostic signals from existing 

systems. Additionally, Domain expert will link each data element to 

the relevant part of the production process or resource and the 

influenced KPIs. 

 

After the initial speciation of the data elements by a Domain expert, 

Data scientist will make a revision of the specification in order to 

clarify any ambiguities or data inconsistencies and specify for each 

data element its role in the data mining process, i.e., if this particular 

element will serve as the input or output of the predictive function. 

Additionally, Data scientist can describe useful data elements which 

can be inferred from the existing raw data in the phase of the Data 

pre-processing.  

Domain expert, 

Data scientist 

Data 

elements 

4 

Predictive function specification 

Data scientist will identify how the target KPIs can be optimized 

using the predictive functions based on the existing or inferred data 

elements. Each specified predictive function links to the input and 

output data and the influenced KPIs. 

Data scientist 
Data 

elements 
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The proposed modelling process (depicted on Figure 2) is iterative, i.e., the steps are performed not only 

ones, but it is possible to return to the previous steps and extend the model with the new concepts or 

revisions. The following diagram shows the wholemodelling life-cycle. 

 

 

Figure 2- Semantic modelling life-cycle. 

3 Architecture 

The architecture of the proposed tool will be presented in this document by widely used principles 

(viewpoints and perspectives architecture) described in the Software System Architecture by Rozanski and 

Woods [1]. Viewpoints and perspectives are principles which are useful for understanding different aspects of 

asoftwaresystem while keeping separation in different concerns, developer focus, managing complexity, and 

make it easier to communicate with stakeholders. 

3.1 Viewpoints 

Viewpoints represent an approach to structuring the architecture definition and the architectural description, 

based on the principle of separation of concerns. Viewpoints contain proven architectural knowledge to 

guide the creation of an architecture described in a particular set of views.The view is then a set of models 

and descriptions which represent the system from the related set of concerns.  

 

In this section, we describe the final version of Semantic Framework using updated 4+1 architectural view 

model from deliverable D4.1 Initial Semantic Framework. Use case view was not updated, therefore will not 

be presented in this deliverable. 

 

Theoverall view model is used for describing the system architecture based on the use of multiple, 

concurrent views. Schema of the view model is depictedinError! Reference source not found.3.In the final 

version of the deliverable, the model by Data viewandUser interaction viewis enhanced to capture all system 

features; the views are summarized in Tab. 2.The particular model views are further described. 

 

 

Figure 3 - 4+1 architectural view model 

 

Process 

modelling

KPI 

modelling

Data 

modelling

Predictive 

Function 
modelling
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Table 2 - Semantic Framework views 

View Description 

Logical view 

The logical view (or logical architecture) is the object model for the software 

design. Its primary purpose is to describethe structure of the software. The logical 

view presents a structure of the software, visualizing thestructure of the classes 

and their relationships. 

Development view 

The development view focuses on the module organization of the software. It 

defines how the classes are organized into packages and outline the dependencies 

between packages. It shows the layered structure of the software and the 

responsibilities of each layer in the designed system. 

Process view 

The process view provides the perspective of running processes and instantiated 

objects that exist in the proposed system. It describes important concurrency and 

synchronization issues. 

Deployment view 

Deployment view describes the environment that the system will be deployed in 

and captures the dependencies on the runtime environment. This view also 

captures the hardware environment (primarily the processing nodes, network 

interconnections, and required disk storage, etc.), the technical environment 

requirements for each element, and mapping of the software elements to the 

runtime environment that will execute them. 

Data view Data view simply describes the structure of data entities and their relationships. 

User interaction view 
User interaction viewdescribes how the user interacts with the system.The user 

interface is described by the user interface flow diagram 

 

4 Logical View 

Deliverable D4.1 – Initial Semantic Framework presented the overall high-level architecture of the Semantic 

Framework and introduced its main components. The main idea was to address the different requirements to 

such system and constraints, which resulted the overall architecture as depicted on Figure 4.  

 

Final version of the Semantic Framework uses the same architecture and main components: 

 Semantic modeller–web-based application with GUI for the users 

 Content management services - to create, edit, store and filter information via REST API 

 Semantic Framework repository –  data storage component 

 

However, the components interface were re-implemented and extended using REST API. Following sub-

section will describe the major changes to the initial version of the Semantic Framework. 
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Figure 4 - Semantic modeller architecture 

 

4.1 RESTful API 

In this section, the interfaces of the components covered in the final phase of the development of Semantic 

modeller are described. Due to the changes in the data view (described in section 6 of this document) most 

of the Semantic Framework interfaces in REST API are reimplementedfollowing CRUD (Create, Read, Update, 

Delete)operations paradigma for each of the resources. Unlike to initial version of Semantic Framework 

(where a single group of CRUD operations for all concepts from the semantic model was used), those 

interfaces for all main concepts from semantic modelwere separated, so each concept has its own group of 

CRUD operations. Furthermore several interfaces dedicated to user authentication were added. The list of all 

available interfaces in final version of Semantic Frameworkis summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3–RESTful API 

Type Path Description 

POST /project Create new project 

GET /projects Get list of all projects 
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Type Path Description 

GET /project/:id Get project by specific id 

DELETE /project/:id Remove specific project 

POST /project/importData/:id Create/Update process model in project 

POST /process Add new process 

GET /process/:projectId Get all processes for selected project 

PUT /process Update existing process 

DELETE /process Remove selected process 

POST /res Create new resource element 

PUT /res Edit existing resource element 

GET /res/filter/:projectId Get resources for specific project 

GET /res/:projectId Get resources for specific project 

DELETE /res Remove specific resource 

POST /res/fulltext Find resources by fulltext search 

POST /data Create new data element 

PUT /data Edit existing data element 

GET /data/filter/:projectId Get data elements for specific project 

GET /data/:projectId Get data elements for specific project 

DELETE /data Remove specific data element 

POST /data/fulltext Find data elements by fulltext search 

POST /data/import Create multiple data elements 

POST /kpi Create new KPI element 

PUT /kpi Edit existing KPI element 

GET /kpi/filter/:projectId Get KPI elements for specific project 

GET /kpi/:projectId Get KPI elements for specific project 

DELETE /kpi Remove specific KPI element 

POST /kpi/fulltext Find kpi elements by fulltext search 

POST /pf Create new predictive function 

PUT /pf Edit existing predictive function 

GET /pf/filter/:projectId Get predictive functions for specific project 

GET /pf/:projectId Get predictive functions for specific project 

DELETE /pf Remove specific predictive function 

POST /pf/fulltext Find predictive function by fulltext search 
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Type Path Description 

GET /pf/versions/:id Get all version of specific predictive function 

POST /pf/data/names Get names of data elements used in predictive function 

POST /pf/kpi/names Get names of KPI elements used in predictive function 

GET /refreshtoken Refresh validity time of existing user token 

POST /login Login user 

 

4.2 WebSocket 

The RESTful API described in the previous chapter supports only the synchronous communication initiated by 

the client. In order to support also asynchronous communication initiated by the server side, the framework 

also provides WebSocket interface. WebSocket is a computer communications protocol, which provides full-

duplex communication channels over a single TCP connection. The purpose of the integration of WebSocket 

to Semantic modeller is to improve the user experience. Integration of WebSocket allows the system to 

perform real-time notification and changes done by the users for the other users working on the same 

project. 
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5 Process View 

This section presents a description of the Process view of the architecture. It describes the tasks (processes 

and threads) involved in the systems executions, their interactions and configurations and also allocations of 

objects and classes to tasks. Process view from initial version of the Semantic Framework was redesigned and 

expanded. Following sub-sections will describe the final process view.  

5.1 Processes 

Error! Reference source not found.5 depicts the processes considered in the context of the final version of 

Semantic Framework. Several changes have been made compared to initial version of Semantic Framework. It 

describes the main processes (boxes) and their relations (connectors between the boxes). Process for user 

authentication (UserAuthentificationProcess) was added and also functionality for the interaction within 

elements (main concepts models), e.g., filtering elements or importing data elements from the external 

sourceswas extended. Following list summarizes description of all main process elements in the final version 

of the Semantic Framework.  

 

Figure 5 - Processes 
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SemanticModellerApplication - manages functionality of theentire application, including user interface 

processing and coordination with the content management services. There is one instance of this process for 

each user. 

 

AppActions - used to support the use cases allowing the user to login and logout user, create a new project, 

list existing projects, and load the specific project. 

 

UserAuthenticationProcess -this process is used for the authentication of a user. This process uses AppActions 

to communicate with content management services.  

 

ProjectCreationProcess -this process is used for thecreation of a new process by thecurrent user. This process 

usesAppActions to communicate with content management services.  

 

ProjectLoadProces - this process is used for loading an existing project. This process usesAppActions to 

communicate with content management services. 

 

ProjectAccess - this process is used for accessing ofthe selected project. This process uses AppActions to 

communicate with content management services. 

 

ImportDataProcess- this process supports importing data elements from external KairosDB database. This 

process uses ElementActions to communicate with content management services.  

 

ElementDataAccess- this process isused for the viewing of selected elements (KPIs, data elements, predictive 

functions, resources). This process uses ElementActions to communicate with content management services.  

 

ElementEditorProcess- this process is used for the creation of new elements and editing already existing 

elements. This process uses ElementActions to communicate with content management services. 

 

ElementsFilterProcess- this process is used for elements filtering. This process uses ElementActions to 

communicate with content management services. 

 

ElementActions-used to support the use of cases by allowing the user to work with the elements (KPIs, Data 

elements, Predictive functions, Resources). 

 

ProcessFlowDataAccess-this process is used for viewing created process flows. The process uses 

ProcessFlowEditorActions to communicate with content management services. 

 

ProcessFlowProcess-this process is used for the creation of new process flow, editing and deleting existing 

process flow. This process uses ProcessFlowEditorActions to communicate with content management services. 

 

ProcessFlowEditorActions-these actions support the use cases allowing the the users to create, modify, and 

delete process flows. 

6 Data View 

The data model is presented in this section as a logical view. The logical view of the data model used in final 

version of the Semantic Framework is depicted in Figure 6. Compared to the initial version of Semantic 

Framework, where one object for storing main concepts was used, in the final version it wasdecided to 

separate this object into 4 objects for each particular concept. Therefore, the logical view of the final 

Semantic Framework version consists of six main objects: Project, Process flow, Resource element, Data 

element, Kpi element, and Predictive function element. 
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Project - is used to store basic information about existing projects and contains properties: 

 cuid – id of project 

 name – title of the project 

 description – short description of the project 

 active – represent if project is visible for users or not 

 

Process flow - is used to store information about modelled processes. Properties for process flow are 

following: 

 projectCuid – id reference to parent project 

 cuid – id of process flow 

 parentCuid – reference to parent process if current process represent sub-process of such process 

 processFlow – contains data stored in JSON format, which represent elements and their relations in 

current process 

 

Resource element - is used to store information about resources and contains properties: 

 cuid – id of resource element 

 projectCuid – reference to parent project 

 name – name of the resource element 

 description – short description of the element 

 elementType – contains information that this element is a resource element 

 type – its value represent if element (e.g. person or equipment) 

 tags – contains list of keywords associated with the element 

 processes – contain reference to process flows related to this element 

 resources – contain reference to resrouces related to this element 

 

Data element - is used to store information about data and contains following properties: 

 cuid – id of element 

 projectCuid – reference to parent project 

 name –name of the element 

 description – short description of the element 

 elementType – contains information that this element is data element 

 attrtype – it represent element value type (e.g., float32, String, etc.) 

 role – define the role of the elemens- input or output variable 

 unit – represent unit of attribute value 

 tags – contains list of keywords for element 

 processes – contain reference to process flows related to this element 

 resources – contain reference to resrouces related to this element 

 

Kpi element - is used to store information about KPIs and contains following properties: 

 cuid – id of element 

 projectCuid – reference to parent project 

 name –name of the element 

 description – short description of the element 

 elementType – contains information that this element is data element 

 unit – represent unit of attribute value 

 tags – contains list of related keywords  

 processes – contain reference to process flows related to this element 

 resources – contain reference to resrouces related to this element 

 

Predictive function element - is used to store information about predictive functions and its properties are: 

 cuid – id of element 
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 projectCuid – reference to parent project 

 name –name of the element 

 description – short description of the element 

 elementType – contains information that this element is data element 

 performance – list of different performance metrics and its values related tothe predictive function 

 tags – contains list of relevant keywords 

 inputs – contain reference to the related input data elements 

 outputs – contain reference to the related output data elements  

 kpis - contain reference to related KPI elements 

 

 

 

Figure 6–Data model 
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7 User interaction View 

In this section, a user interface flow diagramis summarized. User interface flow diagram depicts the main user 

interfaces (e.g. screens of web application)and visualizes the possible flows between the. Such diagram then 

providesa clear and comprehensible way of exploring theall available user interfaces and interaction between 

its components.Figure 7 depicts the UI flow diagram of the Semantic modeller web application. The diagram 

boxes represent major user interface elements (e.g. main screens of the web application, or context windows 

or menus), and arrows represent possible flows between them. 

 

The primary user interface is Project page, which serves as a main interaction point for involved roles to 

create the domain semantic models. In Project page, users are able to view and interact with process models 

(Process detail tab), data elements (Data detail tab), KPIs (KPI detail tab), or predictive functions (Predictive 

functions tab). Project page can be used to create the elements, search in the existing semantic model, or 

manage the projects. Particular views will be presented in section 10 User manual, which describes the very 

basic principles of working with Semantic modeller application.   

 

 

 

Figure 7–Semantic Framework UI flow diagram 

8 Development View 

8.1 Implementation view 

In this section Semantic Framework final implementation is presented based on proposed implementation 

from initial phase. Implementation diagram is shown at Figure 8 and presents the basic design principle, the 

hierarchy of components and visualizes the interaction between the components. Index.js represents the 

entry point and root component, which gathers all the sub-components as the sub-tree of the Virtual DOM. 

Redux stores (red colored components in the diagram) represent component, which is used to store the state 

of the application components.Module components (blue colored components in the diagram) are 

responsible for fetching the data from the Rest API and provide those data to the other components. 

Presentation components (green colored components in the diagram) are responsible for what is displayed 

for the end-user. 
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Figure 8–Semantic Framework app structure
 

8.2 Testing 

To achieve ahigh quality of the Semantic Framework code, aset of tests was performed.It was decided to 

implement both Functional and Non-functional tests. Following text briefly summarizes the types of 

implemented tests and their primary objectives. 

 

- Functional testing 

o Integration tests - software testing phase in which individual software components are 

combined and tested as a group. In this phase, backend and also frontend of Semantic 
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modeller was tested. The tests, which were performed on RESTful API (back-end) are shown 

inTable 44 and description of test performed on frontend are shown in Table 55. 

Table 4 – List of tested RESTful API methods with description of performed tests 

Type Path Description 

POST /project 

Create project element 

Create project element when name is empty 

Create project element when description is empty 

GET /projects Get all existing projects 

GET /project/:id 
Get project by its id 

Get project by wrong id 

DELETE /project/:id Remove project by id 

POST /project/importData/:id  

POST /process Create process element 

GET /process/:projectId 
Get all existing processes for project 

Get all existing processes for wrong project 

PUT /process 
Edit process element 

Try edit wrong process element 

DELETE /process 
Test removing process element 

Test removing nonexisting process element 

POST /res Create resource element 

PUT /res 
Edit resource element 

Try edit wrong resource element 

GET /res/filter/:projectId 
Get resource filter elements 

Get resource filter elements - wrong project id 

GET /res/:projectId 
Get resource elements 

Get resource elements - wrong project id 

DELETE /res 
Test removing resource element 

Test removing nonexisting resource element 

POST /res/fulltext 
Test resource elements full text search 

Test resource elements full text search - wrong 

POST /data Create data element 

PUT /data 
Edit data element 

Try edit wrong data element 

GET /data/filter/:projectId 

Filter data elements by tag 

Filter data elements by processes 

Filter data elements by resources 

Filter data elements with filter off and wrong tag 

Filter data elements with wrong project id 

Filter data elements with wrong data 
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Type Path Description 

GET /data/:projectId 
Get data elements 

Get data elements - wrong project id 

DELETE /data 
Test removing data element 

Test removing nonexisting data element 

POST /data/fulltext 
Test data elements full text search 

Test data elements full text search - wrong 

POST /data/import  

POST /kpi Create kpi element 

PUT /kpi 
Edit kpi element 

Try edit wrong KPI element 

GET /kpi/filter/:projectId 

Filter KPI elements by tag 

Filter KPI elements by processes 

Filter KPI elements by resources 

Filter KPI elements with filter off and wrong tag 

Filter KPI elements with wrong project id 

Filter KPI elements with wrong data 

 

GET /kpi/:projectId 
Get KPI elements 

Get KPI elements - wrong project id 

DELETE /kpi 
Test removing KPI element 

Test removing nonexistingkpi element 

POST /kpi/fulltext 
Test KPI elements full-text search 

Test KPI elements full-text search - wrong 

POST /pf Create predictive function element 

PUT /pf 
Edit predictive function element 

Try to edit wrong predictive function element 

GET /pf/filter/:projectId 

Filter predictive function elements by tag 

Filter predictive function elements by processes 

Filter predictive function elements by resources 

Filter predictive function elements with wrong project id 

Filter predictive function elements with the filter off and wrong tag 

Filter predictive function elements with wrong data 

GET /pf/:projectId 
Get predictive function elements 

Get predictive function elements - wrong project id 

DELETE /pf 
Test removing predictive function element 

Test removing nonexistingpredictive function element 

POST /pf/fulltext 
Test predictive function elements full-text search 

Test predictive function elements full-text search - wrong 

GET /pf/versions/:id 
Get predictive function element all versions 

Get predictive function element all versions with wrong element id 

POST /pf/data/names  
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Type Path Description 

POST /pf/kpi/names  

GET /refreshtoken 
Refresh user login token 

Refresh user with wrong login token 

POST /login 
User Login by Providing Authentication Credentials 

User Login by Providing Wrong Authentication Credentials 

 

Table 5–Description of test performed on front-end 

Description 

Login with blank fields 

Login user with incorrect name 

Login user with incorrect password 

Login as existing user 

Logout user 

Create new resource 

Try to create a new resource with blank fields 

Try to add parent equipment while creatinga new resource 

Create new KPI 

Try tocreate new KPIwith blank fields 

Create a new predictive function 

Try to create a new predictive function with blank fields 

Try filtering predictive functions 

Try filtering predictive functions while the filter is off 

Try edit predictive function 

Create new data 

Try to create new data with blank fields 

Create a new project 

Load existing project 

Remove existing project 

 

- Non-functional tests 

o Usability tests - used to evaluate a product by testing it on users. Result of those test was 

several ideas of Semantic Framework improvement shown in Table 66. 
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Table 6–Improvements defined by usability tests 

Improvements of theSemanticFramework 

Alphabetical order of the pick lists in elements views 

Remember previously opened tab 

Direct modification of the connection description in the element editor window 

Full-text search of data elements 

 

9 Deployment View 

Figure 9 shows the deployment diagram of the finalSemantic Framework deployment.Development 

deployment was used during the implementation and testing of the component. The deployment consisted 

of a simple Clientnode with Redux and an Application server with Node.js
1
 (JavaScript runtime) and 

MongoDB
2
 database as a storage component. When deployed in theData Labenvironment, the database 

server could be separated and run on thestandalone node to achieve better scalability. 

 

Source codes of the final version of Semantic Framework include web-based Semantic modeller tool andare 

available in the monsoon Gitlab repository:  

 

http://monsoon-gitlab.iti.gr/datalab/modeller/ 

 

Figure 9–Deployment diagram
 

 

Semantic modeller web application is available at url: https://monsoon.ekf.tuke.sk/modellerand user can 

access the application using shared MONSOON credentials. 

10 User manual 

The Semantic modeller is a web application, which main purpose to provide an easy-to-usea graphic 

interface for Data scientists and Domain experts to create and use the semantic domain models.In order to 

use the application, all users need to login into the application using the login screen shown inError! 

Reference source not found.10.   

                                                 
1
 https://nodejs.org/en/ 

2
https://www.mongodb.com/ 

http://monsoon-gitlab.iti.gr/datalab/modeller/
https://monsoon.ekf.tuke.sk/modeller
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Figure 10 - Login screen 

Once the user is logged into the application, subsequently is redirected to a page with all created projects, as 

depicted inError! Reference source not found.1. On the project screen,the user can choose to view 

alreadyexisting projects or to create anew project.  

 

 

Figure 11- Projects screen 

After clicking on Existing projects, a dropdown list of existing projects is provided (as depicted in Error! 

Reference source not found.2). User can select a specific project and will be redirected to that project, or 

can delete the selected project by clicking on bin icon next to a specific project. When choosing a New 

Project button, a pop-up screen is shown (depicted in Error! Reference source not found.) with a list of the 

required information about the newly created project. When all required forms are completed, a new project 

will be created.  

 

 

Figure 12- Existing projects dropdown list 
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Figure 13 - Create new project screen 

10.1 Project 

In this section,it will be describedhow to create the domain model and how to search for the information 

withinthe specific project (process) in Semantic modeller. Themain project screen of Semantic Modeller is 

shown in Error! Reference source not found.4 and is divided into the following parts: 

 Part A – Header with the main menu. It provides several options to the user, which are shown in 

Error! Reference source not found.5 and provide the following functionality: 

o Menu button can be used to return to the main screen with existing projects or create 

another new project 

o Create button is used to create respective KPI, Data, Resource, and Predictive function 

elements. After selecting an element user wants to create, a pop-up screen will appear. 

Example of such screen is shown in Error! Reference source not found.6. User can fill 

various information about the newly added element or model relations (dependencies) to 

other elements. 

o Import external data elements button can be used for semi-automatic import of data 

elements. At first,the user needs to provide the URL address of an external KairosDB 

database (with historical data stored in the MONSOON platform). After that, the list of 

names of all data elements from this database is provided,and the user can select the items 

to import. Example of the modal screen for importing data is shown in Error! Reference 

source not found.7. 

o Full-text search is used to search any parts of the text, which are included in the name or 

description of elements of the domain model. 

o Language switch is used to change the language of Semantic modeller. 

o User menu contains actions for current user e.g. sign-out, etc.. 

 Part B – Represent navigation bar for domain concepts (Resources, Processes, etc.). User canview all 

domain elements and their hierarchical dependencies. 

 Part C – Detailed view of selected domain concept. This view provides a description of the selected 

concept, and after clicking on Edit button, user can edit that element. 

 Part D - Toolbar with the tabs for switching of the main content area (Part F), which correspond to 

the types of the semantic entities (Processes, Data, KPIs and Predictive functions)  

 Pard E – Representsthe contextual part of the toolbar, which is specific foreach selected tab. For the 

Process tab, it contains buttons used to zoom-in or zoom-out of the process model (the building 

blocks used to create the process models). For other entities, it contains an option for editing 

information about selected elements. 

 Part F – Main content area, which is used to show detailed information about selected semantic 

entities. 

 Part D - For Process entities, it is a graphical process editor (as shown in Error! Reference source 

not found.4). For other entities, the block provides various information, as shown in Error! 

Reference source not found.8, e.g.,a table with all existing elements for selected entities can be 

shown there. The user then can filter elements in the table by their dependency to domain elements 
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or by tag (figure depicts the filtered Data elements which are related to Electrolysis process and 

contain Electrolysis tag).  

 

 

Figure 14- Project main screen 

 

 

Figure 15 - Header menu with labelled items 

 

 

Figure 16- Create element modal screen 
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Figure 17 - Import external Data elements modal screen 

 

 

Figure 18 - Example of main content view for Data entities 

 

11 Conclusion 

The purpose of this document was to introduce the final version of Semantic Framework, a set of toolsused 

to work with the semantic domain models and to utilize the knowledge expressed in those models 

tofacilitate the knowledge transfer between the Domain experts and Data scientists. The final version of the 

Semantic Frameworkprovides the web-based graphical user interface to create the particular elements of the 

the semantic domain model and allows to createdifferent domain model aspects, including the modelling of 

the processes, process segments, equipment used in those processes, data attributes and predictive 

functions and create dependencies between those elements. Along with web-based interface, Semantic 

Framework provides also RESTful API interface, which enables the modelling tool to communicate with 

external applications. 
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Acronyms 

 

Acronym Explanation 

API Application programming interface 

CRISP-

DM 
Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining 

DOM Document object model 

KPI Key performance indicator 

JSON JavaScript object notation 

REST Representational State Transfer 

SEMMA Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, and Assess 

UI User Interface 

URL Unified resource locator 
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